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1 WHERE MOST AFFILIATES GO WRONG 

Lots of IM newcomers are attracted by affiliate marketing because there is no customer support and no 

product creation. However, they fail for 2 main reasons:  

 

1) Terrible Marketing - cliché "Is XYZ Profit A Scam?" type negative marketing; spamming social media 

with affiliate links; using software to create "mini-review blogs" that never get any traffic, etc. 

 

2) Short Term Thinking – Too much focus on making money quickly leads to promoting short term 

launches and lower quality products that can’t deliver long term consistent conversions.  

2 SUCCESS WITH MAKING PASSIVE & EVERGEEN COMMISSIONS 

For Passive & Evergreen commissions you need E+A+E: 

 

E = Evergreen: Select affiliate programs that have long term proven payouts. Recurring commissions 

are also great although not required because you can get on-going conversions of new sales if the 

product is evergreen. 

 

A = Authentic: Choose quality products that you genuinely like and would recommend to a personal 

friend. Don't just focus on the money. Not just in it for money - people can spot fake marketing a mile 

off these days. 

 

E = Empowerment: Empower prospects with knowledge to instantly build trust and skyrocket 

conversions. Help them understand alternatives; pros & cons; FAQs  

 

E+A+E is totally different to the "usual" affiliate marketing you see. 

 

3 PRODUCT SELECTION 

Using the E+A+E criteria: 

 

a) Consider recommending products you use yourself (in IM niche: autoresponder, hosting, page 

builders, themes, plugins) 

 

b) Chart gravity through time on CBEngine.com to ensure long term proven payout. 

 

c) Google blogger resources & tools in your niche. Look at the top products recommended in lists of 

resources & tools (bloggers put their highest earnings links at the top). 

 

4 GET APPROVED 

For affiliate programs that don't give automatic approval, communication is key. Tell them your name, 

your site, how you intend to promote. Usually this is enough to get approved. 
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5 TRAFFIC 

Start with a blog post or YouTube video. Forget SEO or “gaming” Google and create for people not 

search engines.  

 

Headlines on your post or video are the single biggest factor for traffic and will leapfrog other affiliates 

promoting the same product. Remember, when you first publish you could be ranked low in Google but 

that’s fine – you can still get conversions because 1) People who are in the “ready to buy” mode search 

DEEPLY for reviews in Google, over several results pages and the headline will catch their eye. 2) 

Your headline will have a higher Click Through Rate (CTR) that is recognized by Google who then 

pushes up the ranking over the search result. 3) Your content is actually helpful and informative for 

people, again Google watches this in terms of time spent on the page and rewards you for it in terms of 

ranking.  

 

Fill in the blank headline examples: 

 

+ Why I Cancelled [PRODUCT] And Don’t Recommend Them 

+ The Big Problem With [PRODUCT] And What I’m Using Instead 

+ 3 Reasons I Chose [PRODUCT] Over The [PRODUCT Y, PRODUCT Z] And Other Alternatives 

+ Why I Switched From [PRODUCT X] To [PRODUCT Y] And Recommend You Do The Same 

+ What I Use Instead Of [PRODUCT] And Why I Recommend You Do The Same 

+ [PRODUCT] – Be Aware BEFORE you Buy… 

 

In post/video content remember empowering the prospect with knowledge is the key: pros & cons; 

comparison with alternative products (both free and paid); how to use product / get the most out of it. 

 

As you create new web assets, integrate your affiliate links, or links to your main promotional 

post/video into them. This includes: new blog posts, download/sales/squeeze/bonus/JV web pages, 

broadcast and autoresponder emails (in the footers). Remember it's about quality over quantity so 

together these bring in regular passive clicks which further boost your main commissions 

 

4 OTHER TACTICS 

Not required in the slightest but offering bonuses, discount coupons and resource sheets are further 

conversion boosters. 

 


